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"Two ways factorial desing for round robin test of anamometers"

Cuerva, A.
15 pp. 2 figs. 4 refs.

Abstract:

This work presents a way to carr)' out an inter-comparison between different cup anemometers that are
tested in different wind tunnels. The method applied is known as Factorial design and allows determining
the influence in the test of different factors in this case the anemometer itself and the wind tunnel where it
is tested.

"Diseño factorial de dos vías para ensayos de inter comparación de anemómetros"

Cuerva, A.
15 pp. 2 figs. 4 refs.

Resumen:

Este trabajo presenta un método para llevar a cabo la inter comparación entre diferentes anemómet;os de
cazoletas en diferentes túneles de viento. El método aplicado es conocido como Diseño Factorial de dos
vías, y permite determinar la influencia en el ensayo de inter comparación de diferentes factores, en este
caso el anemómetro en sí mismo y el túnel aerodinámico donde se ensaya.
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0. Summary.

This document was prepared inside the JOULE project Nr JOR-CT95-
0064,- EWTS-II. MEASNET subproject.

This document contains a design of experiments for the planning of the test
and the comparison of residís of a Round Robín of dijferent anemometers in
different wind tunnels.
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1. Introduction.

During the first and second Round robín test of cup anemometers wíthin
EWTS-I and EWTS-II Joule projects some difficuíties were encountered when
comparing results from different anemometers in different wind tunnels.

This procedure tríes to solve these questions by applying a design of
experiment method to round robin test planning and ANOVA method to the
analysis of the results. These two parts constitutes a 2 ways factorial design.
This method allows one to take a decisión about whether all anemometers and
wind tunnels will measure in the same way (taiking about mean valúes) by using
the information given by the round robin test planned following this method.

The effect of the anemometer, the effect of wind tunnel and their
interactions are studied. For different tests (different anemometers in different
wind tunnels) but using the same wind speed (a improvement of the method is
commented). No statistic difference in the measurements is stated when these
three effect have not statistic influence as it is following explained.

2. The design of the experiment.

In this procedure I anemometers are calibrated in J wind tunnels facilities.
The comparison is carried out, separately, for a number of different wind speeds:
v1, v2, v3..., although an integrated design can be applied [three ways factorial
design]. K measurements for each anemometer, each wind speed for
comparison and each wind tunnel are considered.

One analysis for one wind speed of the wind tunnel is considered.

2.1. The mathematical model.

The mathematical model is a quite well know statistic one, it is called a 2
ways factorial model. This is applied when one wants to state the equality or not
equality of results carried out under different conditions of two factors. In our
case the results is the measurements of a wind speed and the two factors are
the sensor and the wínd tunnel.

The information supplied by the model consists in if we can statistically
state or not the equality of the wind measurements (in three cases) for all the
sensors and wind tunnels. The definition of this is:
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Table 1. 2 ways factorial design with replicance
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There is one of these tables for each wind speed of comparison.

Where y¡,k is the measurement corresponding to the anemometer i, tunnel
j and order of measurement k.

This valué has units of m/s and ¡t is obtained by using the caiibration
curve. This ¡s:

If the function of calibration for the anemometer i in the tunnel i is:

Where co¡jk is the direct output from the anemometer (frequency
response).

An alternative to work is defining yijk as a percentage. If Vvvt is the wind
tunnei speed for comparison then yijk would be the ratio y^/V^.

This last case would be necessary in the factor wind speed was
integrated in the design (see 3.)

The equation corresponding to this structure is:

p,+ap!l+u:ik [2]
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Where yijk is each of the wind measurements (anemometer(i), tunnel(j)
and measurement(k)).

a¡, represents the systematic variation due to anemometer effect, (3j the
systematic variation due to wind tunnel effect and ap¡¡ represent the systematic
variation due to the ¡nteraction effect between anemometers and tunnels. uijk
constitutes the ramdom part of the model. This is following explained.

2.1.1. Assumptions of the model.

The model works perfectly when the following assumption are complied.
Differences from these ones are tolerated within certain limits.

MATHEMATICAL ASSUMPTIONS:

•. = 0 1 Equation.

. = 0 1 Equation.

pu = 0 J Equations.
= !
1

= 0 I Equations.

í=i

• ; '

STATISTIC ASSUMPTIONS.

Normality: Data distributions must be normally distributed.
Homocedasticity: Variances in different cells must be the same.
Independence: The factors are independent one from the other.
Homoqeneity; There are not outliers (the same K for each ij cell is nedeed).

2.1.2. Interpretation of the model.

Each of the cells in table 1 are assumed to be a normal distribution with
the same variance and a mean valué for the cell ij of +p¡+ap¡j. The situation is as
follows:
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Figure 1. Graphic representation oí a 2 way factorial design.
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The parameters to be estimated are:

Table 2. Parameters to be estimated by the model.

Mean

Principal effect of anemometer

Principal effect of wind tunnel

Interaction effect anemometer-wind
tunnel

Residual variance

[1

OCj

Pi
a(3¡¡

o2

1

(I-D
(J-1)

(I-1)(J-1)

lxJx(K-1)
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2.1.3. Estimation of model parameters.

These parameters that belong to the poblation can be estimated by using
valúes from the test, as follows.

~ yo

'í y ÍOO y ooo

P, ->o/o -y\
[4]

000

The residual variance can be estimated by using the residual valúes.

/ J K

XXX4
IJ(K-l) L J

Therefore the mathematical model is estimated by the following formulae:

l ( ) ¡ i + e l ] k [6 ]

2.1.4. Parts of the variance.

Taking the real model and its estimation into account, the total variance of
the problem can be divided into four parts:

yiik=fi + á¡+j}¡+(áp)..+e¡jk [7]

Therefore the total Variance of the problem can be divide into the
following parts:

¡ = l i = \ í.- = i i = ] i = \ í. = l .' = 1 ; = 1 í= l i = l ¡ = \ t = l

[7bis]
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In usual terms of ANOVA analysis:

[9]

Where each term of the previous formulae corresponds to each of the
terms of the formulae [8].

TV is the total Variance of the problem.
EV(oc) is the variance explained by the anemometer effect.
EV(¡3) is the variance explained by the wind tunnel effect.
EV(ap) is the variance explained by the ¡nteraction between tunnel and

anemometer effect.
NEV is the random part of the data.

2.1.5. Nuil hypothesis

There are three Nuil Hypothesis to be contrasted. These Nuil Hypothesis
try to answer the following questions:

• a). Can I say, with the results that I have, that there are any difference
(statistically significant) between anemometers?

Ha=a¡ = 0 V/ = I- - • / [10]

This means that the anemometer effect in the model is 0. (The contrary
hypothesis, H,, is that there is at least one a¡*0.

<» b) Can I say, with the results that I have, that there are any difference
(statistically significant) between wind tunnels?

tf() = j8,.=o v./ = i---y [11]

This means that the tunnel effect in the model is 0. (The contrary
hypothesis, H,, is that there is at least one
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" c) Can I say, with the results that I have, that there are any difference
(statistically significant) in the interaction between anemometers and
wind tunnels, that to say ¡s there any tunnel that works well with an
anemometer and not so well with other?

HQ=apij=0 V/ = l--- / Y/ = l " - 7 [12]

This means that the interaction effect in the model is 0. (The contrary
hypothesis, H,, is that there is at least one group anemometer-wind tunnel that
works differently ap¡,^0.

These three hypothesis can be contrasted since theoreticaily can be proof
that when these Nuil Hypothesis are complied one can state the following:

EV(af3)
2

/ J K

fi~ 1 ~ 2 [ ]

And

EV(a)

o-[IJ{K-Y)}
Á.\ IJiK-\)\
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EV{p)

cr(J-D

O'[IJ(K-\)]
Á\\UiK-\)\

EV(ap)
g-[(/-!)(J-l)] _ X\g-\)(j-\)\ _ , . ,

\TV\/ ~* K / - I ) (7 - l ) ! . | / 7 ( K-\)\ L J

Where %2 ¡s the statistic distribution with the respective degrees of
freedom.

All the information to statistically contrast the Nuil Hypothesis is contained
¡n the ANOVA table that ¡s following enclosed:

Table 2. ANOVA table of a two ways factorial design
Ratio EV()/d.f

Source of Variance Sum of squares d.f. Variance4 NEV/d.f

Factor a JK^áf I-I S;x

Factor/3 IK^fí; 7-1 S¡ F{p)u_U[UlK_in

i=¡
i J

Interaction cc(3 X X i

Residual Variance

Total Variance

Where F()¡j is the statistic distribution with the respective degrees of
freedom.

As usual, in Hypothesis Contrast Theory a significance level p must be
fixed a priori. p=0.05 (95% of confidence) is normally used.
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effect:
If we wanted to contrast the Nuil Hypothesis related to the anemometer

We needed to calcúlate the valué F(a)[(i.i)],[ij(K-i)] and to compare ¡t ¡n the
(K-1)].

The situation is as follows:

Figure 2. F distríbution.
1.500

1.125

0.750

0.375

If valué F(oc)>Fp then one rejects the Nuil Hypothesis, stating that there
is a significant (statistic) difference between anemometer (with a 95% confidence
level).

If valué F(a)<Fp then one accepts the Nuil Hypothesis, stating that one
does not have data enough as to state that there are differences between
anemometers.

The same can be realised if one calculates the probability of obtaining a F
valué greater than F(a) (lets cali p0, this valué) and then compares this with p. If
po>p the the corresponding Nuil Hypothesis is accepted. On the contrary it is
rejected

The same must be done for tunnel effect and interaction effect. If all the
Nuil Hypothesis were accepted, we were able to state that, with our data we
could not state any statistic difference due to the anemometers, the tunnel or
their combinations.
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2.1.6. Violation of statistic assumptions (which is the normal situation).

Many information can be found to correct this effect in statistic
bibliography.

Here we will talk mainly about the Homocedasticity assumption
(equality of variances).

In general the variance a2 within each ij cell will be different. The model
works when the difference between om¡n and omax remains lesser than one third.

Although, these variances must be under control since they are an
indication of the quality of the tunnel ( 1 % of variance is assumed as a good
valué. See ref. [4]); There are some mathematical transformations for the (BOX-
COX, see ANOVA/MANCOVA references.) that solve this problem.

Transformations can be applied to solve the non Normality of the data
(when the violation is strong).

The question of Homogeneity (Outliers) can be solve by using the usual
methods, although, to reproduce the experiment is recommended in this case.

Independence is a assumption quite difficult to be violated since a
relation (a priori) between anemometers and tunnel is unlikely to occur.

3. Comments.

This method can be used as a statistic tool to state where the way the
anemometers and the tunnels are measuring in the same way or not (witn
statistic significance). This analysis is valid for different wind speed of
comparison.

The factor wind speed can be introduced as a new one. It is clear that Vwt
will nave a strong influence in wind speed valúes registered by the different
anemometers in the different wind tunnels, so that using the magnitude y^/V^
(percentage mode) would be mandatory.

This three way factorial design would allow one to analyse effects such
anemometer, wind speed, tunnel, tunnel-anemometer, tunnel-wind speed,
anemometer-wind speed and anemometer-tunnel-wind speed ¡nteractions. The
mathematical deployment is quite similar to the one showed and the model could
be:
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y¡ik, = «.- + P¡ + Yk + «Ay + «y* + Prjk

Commercial programs offer a friendly output for this kind of expenments.
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